What is the role of the Fusiform Face Area (FFA)? Is it specific to face processing, or is it a visual expertise area? The expertise hypothesis is appealing due to a number of studies
tions ("Is this a face, cup, can, or book?", bottom path of Fig. 1 ) Fig. 1 -Network architecture. Input images are 64 × 64 grayscale images. The first layer of processing consists of Gabor filters (wavelets) at 8 different orientations (0, π/8, π/4, 3π/8, π/2, 5π/8, 3π/4, and 7π/8) and 5 different scales (see Farah et al. (1995) for details). We keep the magnitudes of these filters (i.e., 40 numbers) from an 8 × 8 grid of 64 points, resulting in a 2560-dimensional representation of the image, which we term the perceptual level. The filter magnitudes are z-scored (shifted and scaled so they have 0 mean and unit standard deviation) on an individual basis across the data set before applying PCA. The top 40 components, again z-scored, were then used as input to a one hidden layer network. The hidden layer models the representations used for basic level categorization or fine-level discrimination, depending on the task. For basic networks, classification at the output nodes was at the basic level (i.e., four outputs, one per category) for all stimuli during pre-training and at the subordinate level (10 additional outputs) for Greebles following pre-training. For expert networks, one category (cars, cups, books, faces) was learned at the subordinate level and all other at the basic level during pre-training. Following pre-training, Greebles were learned at the subordinate level.
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113 on the stimuli shown in Fig. 2 . We then show that expert 114 networks learn individuation of novel categories faster than 115 basic networks. Thus, if cortical networks compete to solve 116 tasks, this learning advantage suggests that the FFA, as a fine 117 level discrimination network, would be recruited to perform 118 novel fine-level discrimination tasks over a network that has 119 no previous experience with such processing. An advantage of 120 computational modeling is that the "first expertise" domain of 121 the networks needs not be faces: our results do not depend on 122 the order in which domains are learned, suggesting there is 123 nothing special about faces. 124
Similar to previous work (Dailey and Cottrell, 1999 Poggio, 1999) , the model uses layers of processing from low 127 level features to high level categories: (1) a Gabor filter layer 128 models cortical responses of early visual cortex (Daugman, 129 1985) ; (2) a principal components layer (learnable via Hebbian 130 methods; Sanger, 1989 ) models object representations as 131 correlations between Gabor filter responses; (3) a hidden 132 layer models a task-specific feature representation (represent-133 ing subordinate or basic level processing, depending on the 134 task), trained by back-propagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986) ; and 135 (4) a categorization layer that controls the level of discrimina-136 tion between the stimuli, either subordinate or basic level. 137 Minor variations of this model have accounted for a variety of 138 behavioral face processing data (Cottrell et 
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Greeble patterns into the same space, and the plot shows that 
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To examine how this develops over time, we plot the 
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A second concern may arise due to the fact that, at least in 
403
(2006, 2007) Q1 suggests that there is. After localizing the FFA 404 using standard fMRI, high-resolution fMRI was used to Fig. 6 -Visualization of the hidden unit representation. The figure shows the second and third principal components (the first PC simply describes a growth in activation magnitude) of the hidden unit activation to images from the training set of two types of networks, a face expert (top row) and a basic-level network (bottom row) over training time. Samples are taken at 0 epochs (column 1), 80 epochs (column 2), and 5120 epochs (column 3) of training on the first task. Colors correspond to different object categories. Both networks separate the categories over training, but the face expert (top) also spreads out the representations within each class, with the largest spread for the category learned at the subordinate level (faces). This difference in representation corresponds to a difference in variability of response of the hidden units between the expert networks and the basic networks: the farther apart each point is, the larger the difference in unit response. To demonstrate the spread of the unseen, novel stimuli (shown in red), Greebles were presented to the networks and their hidden unit activations were projected onto the principal components. 
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405 measure the BOLD response from 1 mm 2 voxels in the FFA.
406 These voxels were assessed for their selectivity to faces, cars, 407 animals, and abstract sculptures. In the original paper, it 408 appeared that voxels were highly selective for each of these 409 categories, but that face voxels were simply more numerous. 445 this can be attributed to the spread of representations in expert 446 networks: Greebles are more separated by these features than 447 by the basic-network features; and (4) this feature variability to 448 the Greeble category prior to training on it is predictive of the 449 ease with which it will be learned. The results imply some 450 specific hypotheses about phenomena that might be observ-451 able in human and/or primate subjects. First, though, let us be 452 clear about what these results do not imply. We interpret these 453 results to be relevant to competing cortical areas, not to 454 different subjects learning different tasks. Thus, our results 455 should not be interpreted to mean that subjects that have just 456 learned a hard discrimination task should be more successful 457 at learning a new discrimination task than subjects who have 458 learned a simple discrimination task. Indeed, it is usually the 459 case that it takes longer to learn novel categories of visual 460 stimuli like these than it would if the network was starting 461 from initial random weights. The point is rather that fine level 462 discrimination areas are better at learning new fine level 463 discriminations than simple object categorization areas. 464
What the results do suggest is that if the FFA is performing 465 fine-level discrimination, then that task requires it to develop 466 representations of the stimuli that separate them in repre-467 sentational space-the neural responses are highly differen-468 tiated. That is, similar objects have the differences between 469 them magnified by the expert networks. On the other hand, 470 networks that simply categorize objects map those objects 471 into small, localized regions in representation space (this is in 472 the space of neural firing patterns, and should not be confused 473 with spatially localized representations). The magnifying 474 transform of the expert networks generalizes to a novel 
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An advantage of using simulations is that we were also able 486 to show that this expertise effect is not limited to face experts.
487
To put it in a somewhat fanciful way, the results suggest that if 
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These simulations also make a prediction concerning the physiological responses of FFA neurons. They predict that, at 
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The stimulus set consisted of 300 64 × 64 8-bit grayscale 512 images of human faces, books, cans, cups, and Greebles
513
(60 images per class, 5 images of 12 individuals, see Fig. 2 ).
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The five images of each Greeble were created by randomly 
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The images were preprocessed by applying Gabor wavelet 
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A standard feed-forward neural network architecture (40 533 input units, 60 hidden units) was used (see Fig. 1 The linear trend analysis on the time to learn the novel Greeble 571 identification task as a function of phase one training time was 572 performed using an F-test on a least-squares linear regression 573 to test for non-zero slopes. For each of the five networks, there 574 were 10 points at each of the 10 sampled epochs, yielding 575 n = 100. The time scale used was logarithmic. Although the data 576 were non-linear, this nevertheless quantified the trend of the 577 networks as they were exposed to additional training. 578
Reaction times of the networks were modeled as the 579 uncertainty of the appropriate output. Tat is, for the Greeble 580 basic versus Greeble subordinate comparison in Fig. 4b , we 581 used RT = 1 − activation, where activation refers to the Greeble 582 output unit for the basic RT, and activation refers to the output 583 corresponding to the ith Greeble for the subordinate RT. Both 584 of these are averaged over all 10 Greebles for one network 585 chosen at random for the graph in Fig. 2 . 586
The principal components analysis of the hidden layer was 587 performed on a network by recording the hidden unit 588 activations for every training pattern at every point during 589 which weights were saved (the initialization and the 10 stages 
